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Mid-Weekly Briefing
SKYView: Stimulus
The coronavirus continues to send shockwaves throughout global markets, prompting central bankers and politicians to devise plans for an economic
backstop. Given uncertainty surrounding the length and degree of social distancing measures – the impact of which has ground many parts of the economy to a
halt - monetary and fiscal policy measures now appear to be pivotal in boosting sentiment. With various stimulus plans being discussed, we have decided to
summarize recent announcements in this (mid)-Weekly Briefing.
On Sunday, March 15, the FOMC announced an emergency rate cut (essentially reducing the Fed Funds rate to 0), and implemented a new round of
quantitative easing (approximately $700bn of asset purchases, including Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities). These moves, along with the actions of
many other central banks around the globe, have contributed to a 54 bps decline in the global weighted average policy rate since December ’19, as outlined in a
recent report by Morgan Stanley1. At present, the global weighted average monetary policy rate is the lowest since the global financial crisis.

Source: SKY Harbor, Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley, Haver Analytics, and IMF; global monetary policy rates are PPP-based GDP-weighted averages for economies under Morgan Stanley coverage

The US monetary policy response to stabilize the economy has been sizeable above and beyond cutting rates to zero. The Fed injected liquidity into
repo markets, implemented $700bn in quantitative easing, cut the discount window primary rate, reduced the required reserve ratio, and extended the discount
window. Additionally, the Fed has begun to boost the flow of credit to households and businesses via the Commercial Paper Funding Facility (CPFF) and will now
provide overnight and term funding via the Primary Dealer Credit Facility (PDCF). A more detailed timeline is provided below:

Source: Morgan Stanley, JP Morgan

Additionally, the Fed announced on March 23 that it would buy high grade US corporate bonds in the secondary market (a first), and that it has
constructed a program to support primary issuance in that market. While details are not yet complete, both programs will focus on buying bonds on the short end
(as they are geared toward counteracting near-term disruptions caused by the coronavirus), will start with $100bn of theoretical buying power, and could be used
to buy up to 10% of the debt of any high grade issuer. Issuers need to be rated BBB- by at least one rating agency (if they have three ratings, at least two have to
be BBB-), have “material” operations in the US, and maturities need to fall in the zero to five year range for secondary market purchases (zero to four range for
primary issuance). The exact timing and ultimate size of the program is yet to be determined, but could grow if Congress approves a larger budget for the Treasury
Exchange Stabilization Fund.
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The US fiscal response, by comparison, has lagged, with Democrats blocking a $2 trillion proposal introduced earlier this week that had the support of
key Republicans and the Treasury Secretary (through the time of writing this piece). The situation remains fluid, however, and we expect some sort of stimulus
package to gain bipartisan support in the coming days. An overview of implemented measures and those under consideration that are likely to materialize are
highlighted below:

US Fiscal Policy Response: Magnitude and Timeline
measures already in effect and under consideration
Date
6-Mar
11-Mar
13-Mar
17-Mar
18-Mar
18-Mar
potential
potential

Focus
s pending bill for virus vaccine and to as s is t local and s tate governments
three-month tax holiday for individuals and s mall/medium bus ines s es ; low interes t loans for impacted companies
$50bn of government funding upon Pres ident Trump declaring a national emergency
The Treas ury to provide $10bn of credit protection to the Federal Res erve in connection with the CPFF from the Treas ury's
Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF)
$100bn package for s ick leave, childcare leave, etc. pas s ed by Congres s
The Treas ury to provide $10bn of credit protection to the Federal Res erve in connection with the MMLF from the Treas ury's
Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF)
Congres s is cons idering a large s timulus package (rumor is $1 to $2.5 trillion) to hous eholds and bus ines s es , including $50bn
as s is tance to airline indus try and $500bn for s mall bus ines s es
s upplemental funding reques t of $45.8bn to Dept. of Health & Human Services , the Veterans Admin., and Defens e Dept.
Total

Amount ($ bn)

% of 2019 GDP

8
50
50

0.04%
0.20%
0.20%

-100

-0.50%

--

--

1,000 to 2,500
45.8

4.7% to 11.7%
0.20%

$1,254 to $2,754 5.8% to 12.8%

Source: Morgan Stanley, SKY Harbor

Arguably the most important line item among fiscal policy measures highlighted above is the potential for a sizeable stimulus package to materialize
out of Congress. While the timing, size, and particulars of a deal are yet to be determined, the following table highlights items commonly believed to be among
the measures undergoing debate in the legislature:

Hypothetical Stimulus Package
items under consideration
Focus
Ca s h pa yments to US hous ehol ds (mea ns tes ted a nd ba s ed on fa mi l y s i ze a nd i ncome)
Bri dge l oa ns , bus i nes s i nterrupti on i ns ura nce, etc. for s ma l l bus i nes s es
Pa i d s i ck l ea ve, s chool l unches , Medi ca i d i ncrea s es , hous i ng & s tudent debt rel i ef, etc.
"Sl us h Fund" for di s tres s ed i ndus tri es (i ncl udi ng $50bn for a i rl i nes )
"Medi ca l Surge" pa yments (i ncl udi ng $75bn for hos pi ta l s )
Expa nded a uthori ty of Federa l Res erve
Total

Amount ($ bn)
~ $500 bn
~ $350 bn
~ $250 bn
~ $500 bn
~ $250 bn
~ $1,850 bn

Source: Cowen, SKY Harbor

Additionally, a recent report done by Cowen2 argues that the estimated $500bn industry “slush fund” could achieve 10x1 Fed leverage at the US
Treasury, boosting the package to an amount nearly equal to 10x the size of stimulus measures approved in 2009. As a reminder, the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 was the fiscal stimulus plan approved by Congress and signed by President Obama in February of that year. The Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) had originally estimated the program would lead to an additional $787bn in budget deficits, though the figure was later augmented to ~ $831bn.

Conclusion
Both monetary and fiscal policy measures conducted to combat the economic destruction brought on by the coronavirus have been substantial, and in
some cases unprecedented. Such measures, as well as the anticipation of a sizeable stimulus package from Congress, have rightly (in our view) boosted investor
sentiment. Coupled with findings from our most recent Weekly Briefing (which highlighted the strength of historical high yield returns following the crossing of
900 bps OAS levels) we find that the case for US high yield has become increasingly attractive.
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Important Disclosures and Disclaimers
This analysis is intended for institutional investors.
SKY Harbor Capital Management, LLC (“SKY Harbor”) provides this document for informational purposes only. The information herein is intended solely for the person
to whom it has been delivered. Nothing contained in this document is or should be construed as an advertisement, or an offer to enter any contract, investment
advisory agreement, a recommendation to buy or sell securities of any kind, a solicitation of clients, or an offer to invest in any particular fund, product, investment
vehicle, or derivative.
This document contains forward-looking statements that are based on SKY Harbor’s current views and assumptions. Forward-looking statements such as the findings of
our analytical research, our outlook for interest rates, Fed policy, the economy, high yield markets and the like, or our intended adjustments to the portfolios within our
strategies are subject to inherent risks, biases and uncertainties that are beyond SKY Harbor’s control and may cause actual results to differ materially from the
expectations expressed herein.
The information contained herein is subject to change, and SKY Harbor is under no obligation to update any information contained herein. Certain information
contained in this document has been obtained from third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, has not been independently verified, and its accuracy or
completeness cannot be guaranteed.
Investing in securities involves risk of loss and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Fixed income securities, especially high yield debt
securities, are subject to loss of income and principal arising from credit risk, which is the risk that the issuer will be unable to make interest and principal payments
when due. Material risks in investing in high yield debt securities also include, but are not limited to, opportunity cost (the risk that an issuer’s credit trends deteriorate
resulting in a higher level of compensation demanded by the market relative to the initial investment), interest rate risk, liquidity risk, selection risk, and overall market
risk. In general, issuers of high yield debt securities have a greater likelihood of defaulting on the payment of interest or principal than issuers of investment grade
bonds. There can be no assurance that the investment objectives described herein will be achieved or that substantial losses can be avoided.
Gross performance results do not reflect the deduction of investment advisory fees, which would reduce an investor’s actual return. For example, assume that $1
million is invested in an account with the Firm, and this account achieves a 6% compounded annualized return, gross of fees, for five years. At the end of five years that
account would grow to $1,338,226 before the deduction of management fees. Assuming management fees of 0.55% per year are deducted annually from the average
annual AUM, the value of the account at the end of five years would be $1,302,846, which is the equivalent of an annual compounded rate of 5.43%. For a ten-year
period, the ending dollar values before and after fees would be $1,790,848 and $1,697,408, respectively. SKY Harbor’s asset-based fees are generally billed monthly or
quarterly in arrears. Please refer to the SKY Harbor’s ADV Part 2A or applicable Offering Documents for more information on fees. Consultants supplied with gross
results are to use this data in accordance with SEC, CFTC, NFA or the applicable jurisdiction’s guidelines.
SKY Harbor is not a tax or legal advisor. Prospective investors should consult their tax or legal advisors before making tax-related investment decisions.
The ICE BofA Index data referenced herein is the property of ICE Data Indices, LLC (“ICE BofA”) and/or its licensors and has been licensed for use by SKY Harbor. ICE BofA
PERMITS USE OF THE ICE BofA INDICES AND RELATED DATA ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING SAME, DOES NOT GUARANTEE THE SUITABILITY,
QUALITY, ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, AND/OR COMPLETENESS OF THE BofA INDICES OR ANY DATA INCLUDED IN, RELATED TO, OR DERIVED THEREFROM, ASSUMES NO
LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE FOREGOING, AND DOES NOT SPONSOR, ENDORSE, OR RECOMMEND SKY Harbor or ANY OF ITS PRODUCTS OR
SERVICES.
© 2020 SKY Harbor. This document may not be reproduced or transmitted, in whole or in part, by any means, to third parties without the prior written consent of SKY
Harbor.
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